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About This Game

Take a break from reality. Mio Garden offers up a calming Virtual Reality experience unlike any other. Interact with a series of
mini games or sit down, relax and meditate against the backdrop of a never-ending sunset.

Mio Garden transports you to a room scale, meditative experience, immersing you in a world where you’ll lose yourself in a
permanent sunset. A brief tutorial will teach how to move around our magical world, where lanterns will help you teleport to

different sections of our interactive environment.

Lose yourself in the magic of floating, musical umbrellas that transform your world through sound. Recapture the nostalgic
feeling of catching fireflies, with fireflies that multiply as you try to ensnare them in your net. Can you kendama? Don’t give

into frustration. Play the classic ball-and-cup game. Maybe you’ll nail it on the first try, maybe it’ll take you a few. We also have
a set of balls, which when returned to our pond, trigger a magical, colorful experience.

Two paths take you through the garden, but you’ll always wind up in the same destination, playing drums to an audience of one:
a silent samurai statue who stands guard over this magical environment. He may be intimidating, but no matter what your

musical skill, he’ll be fair in his judgement.

We created this experience as an alternative to some of the more exhilarating, heart-pumping VR experiences we’ve
encountered. We want your experience within the garden to slow things down, and help you unwind. This is a great experience
to share with first-timers or people who have previously had negative experiences in VR, as well as for those who have hungrily

devoured every interactive experience available.
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rasenmäher. mio garden vertikutierer

i do enjoy the game, it is very peacefull but it seems to only have like 5 things to view and im not sure if its supposed to be like
that. but even still i do recommend it.. Nice concept, but graphics are more colourful than clear, and the mini games are just that
mini (and there is only 4 of them)

Would have liked it more just to sit around and chill if graphics were better but this is a cheap tester I think to see if people are
interested in this sort of thing.

I would be if more time spent.
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